ON DESCENDING COHOMOLOGY GEOMETRICALLY
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Abstract. In this paper, motivated by a problem posed by Barry Mazur, we show that for smooth
projective varieties over the rationals, the odd cohomology groups of degree less than or equal to
the dimension can be modeled by the cohomology of an abelian variety, provided the geometric
coniveau is maximal. This provides an affirmative answer to Mazur’s question for all uni-ruled
threefolds, for instance. Concerning cohomology in degree three, we show that the image of the
Abel–Jacobi map admits a distinguished model over the rationals.

Introduction
We consider the problem of determining when the cohomology of a smooth projective variety
X over a field K can be modeled by an abelian variety. For example, for a prime number `
different from the characteristic of K, it is well known that the first `-adic cohomology group
H 1 (XK , Q` ) can be modeled by the Albanese variety Alb(X) in the sense that it is isomorphic
as a Gal(K)-representation to H 1 (Alb(X)K , Q` ). Our primary motivation is a special case of a
problem posed by Barry Mazur [Maz11, Maz14] at the birthday conference for Joe Harris in 2011.
To fix ideas, suppose X is a smooth projective variety over a number field K. For each prime
number ` and nonnegative integer n, the cohomology group H 2n+1 (XK , Q` ) admits a continuous
action by Gal(K), and H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) has weight one. Now further suppose that hp,q = 0 for
p + q = 2n + 1, p, q 6= n. Thanks to Mazur’s Newton over Hodge Theorem [Maz72], the twisted
Galois representation H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) is still effective ; each eigenvalue of Frobenius is actually
an algebraic integer. Thus, H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) could be the cohomology group of some abelian
variety in the sense that there is no obvious obstruction to the existence of an abelian variety J/K
such that for all prime numbers ` there is an isomorphism of Gal(K)-representations
∼ H 2n+1 (X , Q` (n)).
(0.1)
H 1 (J , Q` ) =
K

K

Mazur’s question is to determine when such an abelian variety J/K actually exists.
Note that an isomorphism as in (0.1) only characterizes the abelian variety J/K up to isogeny.
This ambiguity persists even if one works with Z` -cohomology groups. Indeed, there exist elliptic
curves E1 and E2 over a number field such that, for each `, the Tate modules T` E1 and T` E2 are
isomorphic as Galois-representations ; and yet E1 and E2 are not isomorphic, even over C [Zar08,
Sec. 12]. Following Mazur, the phantom isogeny class for X, in degree n, is the isogeny class of
abelian varieties satisfying (0.1). Any member of this isogeny class will be called a phantom abelian
variety for X. (We make the analogous definition for varieties over an arbitrary base field.)
This type of question has of course been considered in many contexts, and results in the literature provide a great deal of motivation. To begin, from the arithmetic perspective, the theorems of
Tate and Honda [Tat66, Tat71, Hon68] imply (under certain further hypotheses ; see §1.4) that for
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a prime p of good reduction for X, there exists an abelian variety Jp /κ(p) such that, if a phantom
abelian variety J/K were to exist, then the reduction of J modulo p would be isogenous to Jp .
Further motivation comes from complex geometry. Under our hypotheses on the Hodge numbers,
the intermediate Jacobian J 2n+1 (XC ) = H n,n+1 (XC )/H 2n+1 (XC , Z) is equal to the algebraic intermediate Jacobian, and is consequently an abelian variety. Since the dual abelian variety Jb2n+1 (XC )
satisfies H 1 (Jb2n+1 (XC ), Z` ) = H 2n+1 (XC , Z` (n)), if the intermediate Jacobian were isogenous to
an abelian variety that descended to K, this would provide a candidate for a phantom abelian
variety. As justification for this approach, recall that a theorem of Deligne [Del72] implies that for
a complete intersection of odd dimension with Hodge level 1, the intermediate Jacobian descends
to K and its dual provides a phantom abelian variety.
In this paper, we establish the existence of phantom abelian varieties for more general smooth
projective varieties, but under some further hypotheses on the cohomology. Namely, we make
the stronger, yet natural, hypothesis that H 2n+1 (XC , Q) has geometric coniveau n, meaning that
H 2n+1 (XC , Q) is supported on a subvariety of XC of codimension n. In fact, assuming the Tate
conjecture for Jb ×K X, the geometric coniveau n part is an a priori upper bound on what can be
modeled directly with an abelian variety.
Theorem A ((Theorem 2.1)). Suppose X is a smooth projective variety of pure dimension over a
field K ⊆ C. If H 2n+1 (XC , Q) has geometric coniveau n, for some integer n with 2n + 1 ≤ dim X,
then there exist an abelian variety J over K, with JC isogenous to the intermediate Jacobian
J 2n+1 (XC ), and a correspondence on Jb ×K X that induces, for each prime `, an isomorphism of
Gal(K)-representations
(0.2)
H 1 (Jb , Q` ) ∼
= H 2n+1 (X , Q` (n)).
K

K

b
Moreover, its inverse is induced by a correspondence on X ×K J.
We note that the theorem provides an affirmative answer to Mazur’s question for all threefolds
with CH0 supported on a surface (e.g., for all uni-ruled threefolds ; see Corollary 5.2), and, assuming
the generalized Hodge conjecture, for all threefolds with h3,0 = 0. More generally, Theorem 2.1
provides for all n a phantom for the geometric coniveau part Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) as soon as X
satisfies the Lefschetz standard conjecture.
In Theorem A, operating only under the hypothesis of geometric coniveau n, we find a suitable
phantom J/K and show that its dual is geometrically isogenous to the intermediate Jacobian
J 2n+1 (XC ). This does not imply that J 2n+1 (XC ) itself descends to K. In contrast, in the special
case n = 1, we can single out an isomorphism class (in fact, a model over K of the dual of the
intermediate Jacobian) within the phantom isogeny class. More generally, without any hypothesis
on geometric coniveau, we extend Murre’s work [Mur85] on algebraic representatives to the setting
of non-algebraically closed fields to show (see Corollary 5.2) :
Theorem B. Let X be a smooth projective variety over a field K ⊆ C. The abelian variety Ja3 (XC )
that is the image of the Abel–Jacobi map AJ : A2 (XC ) → J 3 (XC ) has a distinguished model J over
K making the Abel–Jacobi map AJ : A2 (XC )  Ja3 (XC ) Aut(C/K)-equivariant. Moreover, Jˆ
provides a phantom for N1 H 3 (XK , Q` (1)).
We also establish results regarding specialization of algebraic representatives (§6.1), as well as
algebraically closed base change of algebraic representatives (Theorem 3.7). As suggested by Lenny
Taelman, our results extending Murre’s work on algebraic representatives can be interpreted in a
functorial framework to provide algebraic representatives over any perfect field. More precisely,
let X be a smooth projective variety over a perfect field K. Denote by A2\ (X) the contravariant
functor on the category of smooth integral varieties over K to the category of abelian groups given
by families of codimension 2 cycles on X whose geometric fibers are algebraically trivial. Then
2

there exist an abelian variety Ab2 (X) over K and a natural transformation of contravariant functors A2\ (X) → Ab2 (X) that is initial among all natural transformations of contravariant functors
A2\ (X) → A to an abelian variety A over K. This approach will appear in [ACMVa].
In concomitant work [ACMVb], following [Bea77] we provide a geometric construction of the
phantom abelian variety when X is an odd-dimensional quadric bundle over a surface over a field
of characteristic 6= 2. Mazur has also asked for the relationship between phantom abelian varieties
and Albaneses of Hilbert and Kontsevich spaces associated to X. In future work we will discuss
how this question relates to Theorem B.
Outline. In Section 1, we review the notions of geometric, Hodge, and Tate coniveau filtrations
and relate the final step of these filtrations on odd-degree cohomology groups with the cohomology
of curves, the Abel–Jacobi map, and Mazur’s question on phantoms. The case of finite fields is
discussed in §1.4. We prove our results on phantom abelian varieties in two parts that complement
each other : Theorem A (Theorem 2.1) gives general criteria for the existence of a phantom, and
Theorem B (Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2) shows that the image of the second Abel–Jacobi map
descends to a field of definition. The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies essentially on polarizations of Hodge
structures, carried out in §2, while the proof of Theorem 5.1 is based on Murre’s theory of algebraic
representatives [Mur85], and is carried out in §3, §4, §5. In Section 3 we review the results of
Murre on algebraic representatives for smooth projective varieties defined over algebraically closed
fields and prove in Theorem 3.7 that algebraic representatives, if they exist, behave well under
base change along algebraically closed fields. In Section 4 we extend Murre’s theory of algebraic
representative to the setting of Galois field extensions and prove in Theorem 4.4 that the algebraic
representative, if it exists, inherits a Galois descent datum. In Section 5 we prove Theorem 5.1,
providing the connection between algebraic representatives and phantoms. In Section 6 we discuss
specialization of algebraic representatives and phantom abelian varieties, as well as some results
concerning algebraic representatives for higher codimension cycles.
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Conventions. A variety over a field is a geometrically reduced separated scheme of finite type
over that field. A curve (resp. surface) is a variety of pure dimension 1 (resp. 2). Given a variety X
over a field, CHi (X) denotes the Chow group of codimension i cycles modulo rational equivalence,
and Ai (X) ⊆ CHi (X) denotes the subgroup of cycles algebraically equivalent to 0. For an abelian
b the dual abelian variety Pic0 .
variety A over a field K, we denote by A
A/K
1. Phantoms and coniveau filtrations
The aim of this section is to highlight the relevance of the geometric coniveau filtration in the
context of Mazur’s question. The main question we will tackle in this work is Question 1.4, where we
ask whether the deepest part of the geometric coniveau filtration on odd-degree cohomology groups
can be modeled by abelian varieties. To this end we discuss Hodge, Tate, and geometric coniveau
filtrations, and their link to the Abel–Jacobi map. One of the key points for later arguments is
Proposition 1.3 stating that the deepest part of the geometric coniveau filtration can be realized
via the cohomology of a curve.
1.1. Hodge theory and geometric Galois representations. While our motivating problem is
posed purely in terms of Galois representations, it has a natural Hodge-theoretic analogue.
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Question 1.1 ([Voi14, Que. 2.43]). Let X be a smooth complex projective variety. Given a weight i
Hodge sub-structure L ⊆ H i (X, Q) of Hodge coniveau r, so that
LC = Li−r,r ⊕ · · · ⊕ Lr,i−r ,
(and L(r) is an effective weight i−2r Hodge structure), does there exist a smooth complex projective
variety Y admitting a Hodge sub-structure of L0 ⊆ H i−2r (Y, Q) with L0 ∼
= L(r) ?
In the case that i = 2n + 1 is odd, and L has Hodge coniveau n, the question has an affirma2n+1
tive answer. Indeed, recall that the algebraic intermediate Jacobian, Jalg
(X) ⊆ J 2n+1 (X), is
defined to be the largest complex sub-torus with tangent space contained in H n,n+1 (X). This is an
abelian variety (e.g., [Voi07, p.304]), and clearly L(n) can be obtained as a Hodge sub-structure of
2n+1
H 1 (Jbalg
, Q).
For Mazur’s question we are interested in an `-adic analogue of Question 1.1. Now let K be a field,
such as a number field, which is finitely generated over the prime field. A Gal(K)-representation
V` over Q` has weight i if, for each unramified
prime v of K (and each embedding Q` → C), each
p
eigenvalue of Frobenius at v has size qvi , where qv is the cardinality of the residue field at v. We
say V` is entire if all eigenvalues of Frobenius are algebraic integers. We say V` is effective of weight
w if V` and Hom(V` , Q` (−w)) are entire and of weight w. For a smooth projective variety X over
K, by Poincaré duality and hard Lefschetz, we have Hom(H i (XK , Q` ), Q` (−i)) ∼
= H i (XK , Q` ), so
i
that a geometric representation H (XK , Q` (ν)) is effective (of weight i − 2ν) if and only if it is
entire (e.g., [Jan94, p.269]).
Question 1.2. Let X be a smooth projective variety over a field K that is finitely generated over
the prime field. Given a Gal(K)-sub-representation L` ⊆ H i (XK , Q` ) with the property that L` (r)
is effective (of weight i − 2r), does there exist a smooth projective variety Y over K admitting a
Gal(K)-sub-representation L0` ⊆ H i−2r (YK , Q` ) with L0` ∼
= L` (r) ?
Unlike the case of Hodge structures, even when i = 2n + 1 is odd, and L` (n) is effective of weight
1, it is not known exactly when Question 1.2 will have an affirmative answer. Theorem A provides
an affirmative answer under further hypotheses on the geometric coniveau ; we review coniveau in
the sections below. (See §1.4 for a discussion of the connection between Question 1.2 over finite
fields and the theory of Honda–Tate ; see [ACMVc] for a discussion of the extent to which Y may
be taken to be geometrically integral.)
1.2. Coniveau filtrations and the generalized Hodge and Tate conjectures. Questions 1.1
and 1.2 are related to the generalized Hodge and Tate conjectures ([Gro68]). Our treatment here
follows [Jan94, §3]. Let X be a smooth projective variety over a field K. The geometric coniveau
filtration Nν H i (XK , Q` ) is defined by :
X
(1.1)
Nν H i (XK , Q` ) =
Ker(H i (XK , Q` ) → H i (XK \ZK , Q` )).
Z⊆X
closed, codim ≥ν

By resolution of singularities and by Deligne’s theory of mixed Hodge structures when char K = 0,
or by de Jong’s theory of alterations and by the Weil conjectures when K is a finite field, the
geometric coniveau filtration can also be characterized by the following formula (see [Ill06, Sec.
4.4(d)]) :
X
(1.2)
Nν H i (XK , Q` ) =
Im(f∗ : H i−2ν (YK , Q` (−ν)) → H i (XK , Q` )).
f :Y →X
dim Y =dim X−ν
Y smooth proj

Now suppose that K is a sub-field of C. The geometric coniveau filtration on Betti cohomology
N H i (XC , Q) is defined in the same way. Note that usually a class α ∈ H i (XC , Q) is said to
ν
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have geometric coniveau ν if it vanishes when restricted to the complement of a closed complex
subvariety of XC of pure codimension ν. However, using a standard argument involving spreading
out, specialization, and then Galois averaging, it suffices as indicated above to consider projective
varieties Z, and smooth projective varieties Y , of pure dimension dim X − ν defined over K.
By virtue of the fact that the canonical comparison isomorphisms between Betti, de Rham and
étale cohomologies are compatible with Gysin maps, and even cycle maps [Del82, §1], there are
canonical isomorphisms
(1.3)
(Nν (H i (XC , Q))) ⊗Q Q` ∼
= Nν H i (X , Q` ),
K

which justify our apparent abuse of notation. The generalized Hodge and Tate conjectures relate
these geometric coniveau filtrations to two other filtrations.
Call a Q-Hodge structure V effective if V p,q = 0 unless p, q ≥ 0. The Hodge coniveau filtration
ν
NH of H i (XC , Q) has term NνH H i (XC , Q) defined to be the span of all Hodge sub-structures
V ⊆ H i (XC , Q) such that V (ν) is effective, i.e., such that V p,q = 0 unless p, q ≥ ν. The Gysin map
provides a natural inclusion
(1.4)

Nν H i (XC , Q) ⊆ NνH H i (XC , Q) ;

the generalized Hodge conjecture (for X, in degree i) asserts equality in (1.4).
Similarly, if K is finitely generated over the prime field, define a filtration Nν` H i (XK , Q` ) as
the span of all sub-Gal(K)-representations V` ⊂ H i (XK , Q` ) such that V` (ν) is effective (of weight
i − 2ν). Again, the Gysin map (this time, for étale cohomology) provides a natural inclusion
(1.5)

Nν H i (XK , Q` ) ⊆ Nν` H i (XK , Q` ),

and the generalized Tate conjecture (for X, in degree i) asserts equality in (1.5). Sometimes, we
will abuse notation slightly and denote the r-th twist of step ν in the geometric coniveau filtration
by
Nν H i (XK , Q` (r)) := (Nν H i (XK , Q` )) ⊗ Q` (r) ;
we employ similar notation for the other filtrations (also on Betti cohomology).
Important to us will be the following characterization of the final step of the geometric coniveau
filtration for odd-degree cohomology groups :
Proposition 1.3 ([Via13, §1.2.3]). Suppose X is a smooth projective variety over a field K,
which is either of characteristic zero or finite, and let ` 6= char(K) be a prime. Let n be a
non-negative integer. Then there exist a smooth projective curve C over K and a correspondence
γ ∈ CHn+1 (C ×K X) ⊗Z Q such that the induced morphism of Gal(K)-representations
γ∗ : H 1 (CK , Q` ) → H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n))
has image Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)). If K ⊆ C, then the morphism of Hodge structures
γ∗ : H 1 (CC , Q) → H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n))
has image Nn H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)). Moreover, Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) is a semisimple representation
of Gal(K).
e bi/2c Hi (X) =
Proof. This is proved in [Via13] in the case of Betti cohomology (see the formula N
Nbi/2c Hi (X) in §1.2.3 therein). The proof adapts to our more general setting : up to working component-wise, we may and do assume that X is connected, say of dimension d. Since
H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) is a finite-dimensional Q` -vector space, from the characterization of coniveau
given in (1.2) there exist a smooth projective variety Y of dimension dY = d − n over K and a
K-morphism f : Y → X such that

Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) = Im f∗ : H 1 (YK , Q` ) → H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) .
5

By Bertini [Poo04], let ι : C ,→ Y be a one-dimensional smooth linear section of Y . The hard
Lefschetz theorem [Del80, Thm. 4.1.1] states that intersecting with C yields an isomorphism
ι∗ ι∗ : H 1 (YK , Q` ) ,→ H 1 (CK , Q` )  H 2dY −1 (YK , Q` (dY − 1)).
The Lefschetz Standard Conjecture is known for `-adic cohomology and for Betti cohomology in
degree ≤ 1 (see [Kle68, Thm. 2A9(5)]), meaning in our case that the map (ι∗ ι∗ )−1 is induced by a
correspondence Λ ∈ CH1 (Y ×K Y )Q . Therefore, the composition
(1.6)

H 1 (CK , Q` )

ι∗

/ / H 2dY −1 (Y , Q` (dY − 1)) Λ∗ / H 1 (Y , Q` ) f∗ / H 2n+1 (X , Q` (n)),
∼
K
K
K
=

n

which has image N H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)), is induced by the required correspondence.
That Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) is a semisimple representation of Gal(K) follows immediately from
the fact that H 1 (CK , Q` ) is semisimple if K is a field which is finitely generated (over Q [Fal83,
FWG+ 92] or a finite field [Tat66, Zar75]).
When K ⊆ C, the comparison isomorphisms (1.3) establish that the image of the induced
morphism of Hodge structures γ∗ : H 1 (CC , Q) → H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) is Nn H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)).

1.3. Coniveau filtrations and the Abel–Jacobi map. In this section we review the connection
between the coniveau filtrations and the Abel–Jacobi map. Recall that, for a smooth complex
projective variety X, the intermediate Jacobian is a complex torus defined by
J 2n+1 (X) := F n+1 H 2n+1 (X, C)\H 2n+1 (X, C)/H 2n+1 (X, Z),
and that there is an Abel–Jacobi map

Ker CHn (X) → H 2n (X, Z) → J 2n+1 (XC ).
2n+1
(X) is the largest sub-torus of J 2n+1 (X)
By definition the algebraic intermediate Jacobian Jalg
that is projective ; it determines the n-th piece of the Hodge coniveau filtration :
2n+1
2n+1
(X) ⊕ T0 Jalg
NnH H 2n+1 (X, Q) ⊗Q C = T0 Jalg
(X)
2n+1
(X), Q).
NnH H 2n+1 (X, Q(n)) = H 1 (Jbalg

On the other hand, it is standard [Voi07, Th. 12.17] that the n-th piece of the geometric
coniveau filtration Nn H 2n+1 (X, Q) is determined by the image of the Abel–Jacobi map. More
precisely, the image Ja2n+1 (X) of the Abel–Jacobi map AJ : An+1 (X) → J 2n+1 (X) has tangent
space T0 Ja2n+1 (X) = H n,n+1 (X) ∩ Nn H 2n+1 (X, C), and
Nn H 2n+1 (X, Q) ⊗Q C = T0 Ja2n+1 (X) ⊕ T0 Ja2n+1 (X)
Nn H 2n+1 (X, Q(n)) = H 1 (Jb2n+1 (X), Q).
a

Thus the Abel–Jacobi map restricted to algebraically trivial cycles
AJ : An+1 (X) → J 2n+1 (X)
is surjective if and only if H 2n+1 (X, Q) has geometric coniveau n.
In light of this discussion, the first goal of this paper is to consider analogous questions for
geometric Galois representations :
Question 1.4. Given a smooth projective variety X over a field K finitely generated over the prime
field, do there exist abelian varieties J˜ and J defined over K such that for each prime `,
Nn H 2n+1 (X , Q` (n)) ∼
= H 1 (J˜ , Q` )
`
n

K

K

N H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) ∼
= H 1 (JK , Q` )
as Gal(K)-modules ?
6

˜
The abelian variety J/K
would provide an answer to the special case of Question 1.2 that
we are considering in this paper, and consequently to Mazur’s question (i.e., the case where
Nn` H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) = H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n))). Note that if J˜ exists, then a direct consequence
of the Tate conjecture for X ×K J˜ would be that Nn` and Nn agree on H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) (see
also [Voi14, p.34] for the corresponding Hodge-theoretic statement). Our aim in this paper is to
construct the abelian variety J/K, under some further hypotheses.
1.4. Mazur’s question over finite fields. Honda–Tate theory suggests an approach to Mazur’s
question over finite fields. Consider a smooth projective variety X/Fq such that h2n+1−j,j (X) = 0
unless j ∈ {n, n + 1}. By Mazur’s “Newton over Hodge” theorem [Maz72], each eigenvalue of
Frobenius, acting on H 2n+1 (XFq , Q` ), is divisible by q n , and thus H 2n+1 (XFq , Q` (n)) is an effective
Gal(Fq )-representation of weight one. It is then natural to ask if there is an abelian variety J/Fq
such that H 1 (JFq , Q` ) ∼
= H 2n+1 (XFq , Q` (n)) as Galois representations. (More generally, of course,
one has Question 1.2.) Honda–Tate theory asserts a bijection
{conjugacy classes of q-Weil numbers}

∼

/ {isogeny classes of simple abelian varieties/Fq }

which we crudely denote $ 7→ A$ . The Galois representation attached to an abelian variety over
a finite field is semisimple [Tat66], and one immediately deduces from the above bijection that if
V` is a semisimple effective weight one Q` -representation of Gal(Fq ), then there exist an abelian
variety A/Fq and an inclusion of Gal(Fq )-representations
(1.7)


V` 

/ H 1 (A , Q` ).
Fq

By starting with a Weil number $ for which [Q($) : Q] < 2 dim A$ (see, e.g., [Tat71, p. 98]
for examples), it is easy to construct semisimple representations V` for which (1.7) is never an
isomorphism. Nonetheless, we have :
Lemma 1.5. Let X/Fq be a smooth projective variety. Suppose that X is of geometric coniveau n
in degree 2n + 1.
(a) There is an abelian variety A/Fq such that, for all ` 6= char(Fq ), there is an inclusion of
Galois representations
(1.8)


H 2n+1 (XFq , Q` (n)) 

/ H 1 (A , Q` ).
Fq

(b) If X is ordinary (the Newton and Hodge polygons in degree 2n + 1 coincide), or if the Tate
conjecture holds for X ×Fq X, then one may choose A so that (1.8) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from Honda–Tate theory and from the semisimplicity of the
Galois representation H 2n+1 (XFq , Q` (n)) (see Proposition 1.3).
For part (b), first suppose that X is ordinary in degree 2n + 1. It suffices to verify that for each
Weil number $ occurring as an eigenvalue of Frobenius in H 2n+1 (XFq , Q` (n)), one has [Q($) :
Q] = 2 dim A$ . By ordinarity, all slopes of the Newton polygon of H 2n+1 (XFq , Q` (n)) are 0 and 1.
For each $, the calculation of End(A$ ) in [Tat71, Thm. 1] implies that [Q($) : Q] = 2 dim A$ .
Second, suppose instead that the Tate conjecture holds for X ×Fq X. Then one can calculate
[Mil94, Prop. 2.4 and 2.8] the dimension of (the motive corresponding to) H 2n+1 (XFq , Q` (n)). The
calculation of this dimension, which relies only on the Weil numbers, is the same expression used
to calculate the dimension of an abelian variety with these Weil numbers. In particular, (1.8) is an
isomorphism.
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Remark 1.6. In a similar spirit (but necessarily more involved fashion), Volkov [Vol05] has characterized the potentially crystalline p-adic representations of Gal(Qp ) which arise as summands of
the p-adic Tate module of an abelian variety over Qp . As with finite fields, this lets one conclude
that if X/Qp is a smooth projective threefold with h3,0 (X) = 0, and if X acquires good reduction
over a tamely ramified extension of Qp , then H 3 (XQp , Qp (1)) is isomorphic to a sub-representation
of H 1 (AQp , Qp ) for some abelian variety A/Qp .
2. Phantoms via correspondences and polarizations
In this section we prove the following theorem, which implies both the first part of Theorem A,
and a partial, affirmative answer to Question 1.4. We will write CH∗ (−)Q for CH∗ (−) ⊗Z Q.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose X is a smooth projective variety of pure dimension d over a field K ⊆ C.
Let n be a non-negative integer. Then there exist a smooth (possibly reducible) projective curve C
over K, and a correspondence γ ∈ CHn+1 (C ×K X)Q , such that for all prime numbers ` the induced
map
γ∗ : H 1 ((JC/K )K , Q` ) → H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n))
has image Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)). Assume further any of the following :
(a) 2n + 1 ≤ 3 ;
(b) X satisfies the Lefschetz standard conjecture ;
(c) 2n + 1 ≤ d and H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) is of geometric niveau n − 1, in the sense of [Via13], i.e.,
there exists a (possibly reducible) smooth projective 3-fold Y over K and a correspondence
Γ ∈ CHn+2 (Y ×K X)Q such that Γ∗ : H 3 (YC , Q(1)) → H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) is surjective ;
(d) 2n + 1 ≤ d and H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) has geometric coniveau n.
ι

Then there exists a sub-abelian variety J ,→ JC/K defined over K such that for all prime numbers
`, the correspondence γ composed with the graph of the inclusion Γι induces a split inclusion of
Gal(K)-representations
(2.1)

H 1 (JK , Q` ) 



γ∗ ◦Γι∗

/ H 2n+1 (X , Q` (n)),
K

with the splitting induced by a correspondence over K and with image Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)). In
particular, if 2n + 1 ≤ d and if H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) is of geometric coniveau n, then (2.1) is an
isomorphism.
Remark 2.2. Let X/K be a smooth integral projective variety. Let L/K be a finite extension such
that XL is a disjoint union of geometrically irreducible components, and Gal(L/K) acts transitively
on these components. If Nn H 2n+1 (−, Q` (n)) of some component of XL admits a phantom abelian
variety A over L, then Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)) admits the Weil restriction RL/K (A) of A over K as
Gal(K)
a phantom, since H 1 (RL/K (A) , Q` ) ∼
H 1 (A , Q` ).
= Ind
K

Gal(L)

K

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Proposition 1.3 provides a smooth projective curve C/K and a correspondence γ ∈ CHn+1 (C ×K X)Q such that the induced morphism of Hodge structures
γ∗ : H 1 (CC , Q) → H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n))
has image Nn H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)). This establishes the first claim of Theorem 2.1.
In order to prove the remaining claims of Theorem 2.1, we would like to find an abelian subvariety
J/K ,→ JC/K so that the composition
H 1 (JK , Q` ) 



/ H 1 ((JC/K ) , Q` )
K
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γ∗

/ / Nn H 2n+1 (X , Q` (n))
K

is an isomorphism. At the level of rational Hodge structures and complex abelian varieties, this is
elementary ; the issue is to find a suitable abelian variety defined over K. Rather than trying to
directly descend an abelian variety from C to K, our strategy for obtaining J/K is motivic in nature
and consists in finding a correspondence π ∈ CH1 (C ×K C)Q which acts idempotently on H 1 (CC , Q)
such that π∗ H 1 (CC , Q) is mapped via γ∗ isomorphically onto Nn H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)). Such a correspondence π defines a motive (C, π), which determines an abelian variety J/K ; more concretely,
the correspondence π induces a K-morphism Π : JC/K → JC/K , and the image is the desired
abelian variety J/K with H 1 (JK , Q` ) identified with π∗ H 1 (CK , Q` ) as Gal(K)-representations, by
comparison isomorphisms.
The approach we take for finding this idempotent is motivated by the following well known,
elementary lemma on polarized Hodge structures ; see [Via13, Lem. 1.6] and [Voi04, Lem. 5]. In the
notation of Proposition 1.3, we will apply the lemma with H = H 1 (CC , Q), H 0 = H 2n+1 (XC , Q),
and γ = γ∗ .
Lemma 2.3. Let (H, Q) and (H 0 , Q0 ) be polarized rational Hodge structures of weight i and let
γ : H → H 0 be a morphism of Hodge structures. Then
H = Im (γ 0 ) ⊕⊥Q Ker (γ)

and

Im (γ 0 ) = Im (γ 0 ◦ γ),

where γ 0 is the transpose of γ with respect to the polarizations ; i.e., γ 0 = Q ◦ γ ∨ ◦ Q0 with γ ∨ the
dual of γ.

Going forward, we fix the standard principal polarization Q on the rational Hodge structure
H 1 (CC , Q). Recall that this is induced by the cup-product, and that the identification H 1 (CC , Q) =
H 1 (CC , Q)∨ ⊗Q(−1) via Q is given by the action of the diagonal ∆C ∈ CH1 (C ×C)Q on H 1 (CC , Q).
Recall also that the dual morphism
(γ∗ )∨ : H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n))∨ → H 1 (CC , Q)∨
is identified via Poincaré duality with the morphism of Hodge structures
t

γ∗ = γ ∗ : H 2d−2n−1 (XC , Q(d − n)) → H 1 (CC , Q(1)),

where t γ is the transpose of γ in CHn+1 (X ×K C). We now show that Theorem 2.1 will follow if
we can endow H 0 = H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) with a polarization Q0 that is induced by a correspondence
defined over K.
Lemma 2.4. Let X, C and γ be as in Proposition 1.3. Let Q be the standard polarization
on H 1 (CC , Q). If there are a polarization Q0 of H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) and a correspondence Θ ∈
CH2d−2n−1 (X ×K X)Q making the following diagram commute :
(2.2)

Q0

(γ∗ )∨

/ H 1 (CC )∨ (−1) Q / H 1 (CC ) γ∗ / H 2n+1 (XC )(n)
O
r
rrrr
rrrrr
PD
PD
r
r
r
rrrrr


tγ
Θ∗
∗
2n+1
1
2d−2n−1
/
/
H
(XC )(n)
H (CC )
H
(XC )(d − n)

H 2n+1 (XC )(n)

/ H 2n+1 (XC )(n)∨ (−1)
O

then there exists an abelian subvariety J ⊆ JC/K defined over K, and a correspondence defined
over K, that induces for all prime numbers ` a split inclusion of Gal(K)-representations
(2.3)

H 1 (JK , Q` ) ,→ H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)),

with image Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)). Moreover, there is a correspondence over K inducing for all
prime ` a splitting for (2.3).
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Proof. As discussed above, up to the statement involving a splitting for (2.3), it is enough to
exhibit a correspondence π ∈ CH1 (C ×K C)Q which acts idempotently on H 1 (CC , Q) such that
π∗ H 1 (CC , Q) is mapped via γ∗ isomorphically onto Im (γ∗ ) = Nn H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)). Following the
notation of Lemma 2.3, set γ∗0 = Q◦(γ∗ )∨ ◦Q0 , and set p : H 1 (CC , Q) → Im (γ∗0 ) to be the orthogonal
projection. Consider the endomorphism
γ∗0 ◦ γ∗ = t γ∗ ◦ Θ∗ ◦ γ∗ : H 1 (CC , Q) → H 1 (CC , Q).
From Lemma 2.3, the endomorphism γ∗0 ◦ γ∗ induces an automorphism of Im(γ∗0 ). By the Cayley–
Hamilton theorem, there is a polynomial P with Q-coefficients such that the inverse of (γ∗0 ◦γ∗ )|Im(γ∗0 )
is P ((γ∗0 ◦ γ∗ )|Im(γ∗0 ) ). It is then apparent that p is induced by
(2.4)

π := t γ ◦ Θ ◦ γ ◦ P (t γ ◦ Θ ◦ γ) ∈ CH1 (C ×K C)Q ,

since by construction it acts as the identity on Im(γ∗0 ) and as zero on Ker(γ∗ ). That Im (γ ◦ π)∗ =
Im (γ∗ ) follows from Lemma 2.3.
Finally, concerning the splitting for (2.3), writing the correspondence π of formula (2.4) as
π = ϕ ◦ γ, we see that a Gal(K)-equivariant splitting to the inclusion
γ∗ : H 1 (JK , Q` ) ∼
= π∗ H 1 (CK , Q` ) ,→ H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n))
is given by the action ϕ∗ of ϕ.



Up to proving Lemma 2.6, the proof of Theorem 2.1 is now complete.



Remark 2.5. In motivic terms, we have proved the following. With the notations of [And04], denote
h1 (J) the weight-1 direct summand of the homological motive of J, and h(X) the homological
motive of X. We proved that the morphism of motives
γ◦π
h1 (J) ∼
= (C, π) −→ h(X)(n)

is split injective with a splitting given by the correspondence π ◦ ϕ : h(X)(n) → (C, π), and that
the cohomology of Im (γ ◦ π) is Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)).
Lemma 2.6. Let X be a smooth projective variety of pure dimension d over K ⊆ C. Assume any
of (a)–(d) of Theorem
2.1. Then there is a correspondence Θ ∈ CHd−2n−1 (X ×K X) such that the
R
pairing (x, y) 7→ XC x ∪ Θ∗ y defines a polarization Q0 on H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) ; i.e., such that (2.2) is
commutative.
Proof. Let us first recall how to polarize the Hodge structure H n (XC , Q) using the Lefschetz decomposition formula, for any smooth projective variety X of pure dimension d. We fix the class
L of a smooth hyperplane section of X. By the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem, the powers of L
induce isomorphisms Ld−n : H n (XC , Q) → H 2d−n (XC , Q(d − n)) for n ≤ d. By Poincaré duality,
the bilinear form Qn on H n (XC , Q) given by
Z
Qn (x, y) =
x ∪ Ld−n y
XC

is non-degenerate. By definition, for n ≤ d, the primitive part of H n (XC , Q) is

H n (XC , Q)prim := Ker Ld−n+1 : H n (XC , Q) → H 2d−n+2 (XC , Q) .
We have the Lefschetz decomposition formula
M
(2.5)
H n (XC , Q) =
Lr H n−2r (XC , Q(−r))prim .
0≤r
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The Hodge index theorem states that decomposition (2.5) is orthogonal for Qn and that the subHodge structure Lr H n−2r (XC , Q(−r))prim endowed with the form (−1)r Qn is polarized. We let
pn,r denote the orthogonal projector
H n (XC , Q) → Lr H n−2r (XC , Q(−r))prim → H n (XC , Q),
and we define
sn :=

X

(−1)r pn,r

for n ≤ d,

X
(−1)r t p2d−n,r

and sn :=

r

for n > d.

r

R
With these notations, the bilinear form Q0 on H n (XC , Q) given by Q0 (x, y) = XC x ∪ Ld−n sn y is a
polarization. (Here, Lr for r < 0 is defined to be the inverse of L−r .)
Let us now consider the polarized Hodge structure H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) and proceed to the proof
of Lemma 2.6.
(a) If 2n + 1 = 1, then note that H 1 (XC , Q) = H 1 (XC , Q)prim so that s1 is induced by the
diagonal ∆X ∈ CHd (X × X)Q . Therefore Θ = Ln−1 is suitable. (In fact, in the case n = 0,
Theorem 2.1 holds with J = Pic0X .)
If 2n + 1 = 3, let us write Λ ∈ CH1 (X × X)Q for a correspondence that induces the inverse to
'
the Lefschetz isomorphism Ld−1 : H 1 (XC , Q) → H 2d−1 (XC , Q(d − 1)) (Such a correspondence Λ
does exist ; see for instance the proof of Proposition 1.3.) We define
P 3,1 := L ◦ Λ ◦ Ld−2 ∈ CHd (X × X)Q .
It is clear that P 3,1 acts as p3,1 on H 3 (XC , Q(1)) ; we may then define P 3,0 = ∆X − P 3,1 , and
S3 := P 3,0 − P 3,1 ∈ CHd (X × X)Q acts on H 3 (XC , Q(1)) as s3 . Hence Θ := Ld−2 ◦ S3 is suitable.
(b) If X satisfies the Lefschetz standard conjecture, then Kleiman [Kle68] has shown that the
projectors p2n+1,r are induced by correspondences P 2n+1,r ∈ CHd (X × X)Q . Therefore, denoting
Λ ∈ CH2d−2n−1 (X × X)Q either the correspondence Ld−2n−1 if 2n + 1 ≤ d or a correspondence
2n+1−d on H 2d−2n−1 (X , Q(d − n − 1)) if 2n + 1 > d, we get
inducing the inverse
action
C
 of L
P of the
r
2n+1,r
that Θ := Λ ◦
(−1)
P
is
suitable.
r
(c) Let Y be a smooth projective threefold, and let Γ ∈ CHn+2 (Y ×K X)Q be such that
Γ∗ : H 3 (YC , Q(1)) → H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n))
is surjective. The polarization on H 3 (YC , Q(1)) coming from the Lefschetz decomposition induces
a polarization on H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) and we are going to show that this can be done algebrogeometrically.
By (a), there is a correspondence SY ∈ CH3 (Y × Y )Q such that the pairing
R
(x, y) 7→ YC x ∪ (SY )∗ y defines a polarization on H 3 (YC , Q(1)). By Lemma 2.3, we get a decomposition
H 3 (YC , Q(1)) = Im((SY )∗ ◦ Γ∗ ◦ Ld−2n−1 ) ⊕ Ker(Γ∗ ).
It follows that Γ ◦ SY ◦ t Γ ◦ Ld−2n−1 induces an automorphism of H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)). Consider the
correspondence
Γ0 := SY ◦ t Γ ◦ Ld−2n−1 ∈ CHn+2 (X × Y )Q .
The bilinear form
0

Z

0

0

Z

(Γ )∗ x ∪ (SY )∗ (Γ )∗ y =

Q (x, y) :=
YC

x ∪ (Γ0 )∗ (SY )∗ (Γ0 )∗ y

XC

then defines a polarization on H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)). The correspondence Θ := t Γ0 ◦ SY ◦ Γ0 is then
suitable.
(d) is a special case of (c) because if H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) is of geometric coniveau n, then by Proposition 1.3, H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)) is of geometric niveau n (meaning that there is a smooth projective curve
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C over K and a correspondence γ ∈ CHn+1 (C ×K X) such that γ∗ : H 1 (CC , Q) → H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n))
is surjective) and hence of geometric niveau n − 1.

3. Algebraic representatives over algebraically closed fields
In this section we review Murre’s work [Mur85] on algebraic representatives over algebraically
closed fields. The theory of algebraic representatives is indeed the starting point to showing in
Theorem 5.1 that the image of the Abel–Jacobi map AJ : A2 (XC ) → J 3 (XC ) descends to a field of
definition of X. In §3.3, we recall the functorial properties of Chow and Albanese schemes under
field extension, and similar results for homomorphisms of abelian varieties. This is used in §3.4 to
establish algebraically closed base change for algebraic representatives ; see our main Theorem 3.7.

3.1. Preliminaries on Chow groups and algebraic representatives. Fix an algebraically
closed field k. Recall following Samuel (see [Mur85, Def. 1.6.1] or [Sam60, 2.5]) that given an
abelian variety A over k, a homomorphism of groups
φ

Ai (X) −−−−→ A(k)
is said to be regular if for every pair (T, Z) with T a pointed smooth integral variety, and Z ∈
CHi (T × X), the composition
φ

w

T (k) −−−Z−→ Ai (X) −−−−→ A(k)
is induced by a morphism of varieties ψZ : T → A over k, where, if t0 ∈ T (k) is the base point of
T , wZ : T (k) → Ai (X) is given by t 7→ Zt − Zt0 ; here Zt is the refined Gysin fiber (see e.g., [Ful98,
Ch.10]).
Given a surjective regular homomorphism φ : Ai (X) → A(k), there exists a correspondence
Z ∈ CHi (A × X) such that φ ◦ wZ is an isogeny (e.g., [Mur85, Cor. 1.6.3] ; see also Lemma 4.9).
Definition 3.1. An algebraic representative for Ai (X) is an abelian variety that is initial for regular
homomorphisms. In other words, it is a pair (Abi (X), φiX ) with Abi (X) an abelian variety over k,
and
φiX

Ai (X)

/ Abi (X)(k)

a regular homomorphism of groups such that for every pair (A, φ) consisting of an abelian variety A
over k and a regular homomorphism of groups φ : Ai (X) → A(k), there exists a unique morphism
f : Abi (X) → A of varieties over k such that the following diagram commutes
Ai (X)

φiX

/ Abi (X)(k).
∃! r r
ry f (k)

FF
FF
F
φ "

A(k)
Algebraic representatives, if they exist, are unique up to unique isomorphism. For an algebraic
representative, the homomorphism φiX is surjective (e.g., [Mur85, Rem. a), p.225]). It is well
known that algebraic representatives of A1 (X) and Ad (X) (where d is the dimension of X) do
exist : the Abel–Jacobi map taking a divisor to its associated line bundle A1 (X) → Pic0 (X)(k) and
the Albanese map Ad (X) → Alb(X)(k) are universal surjective regular homomorphisms.
We will frequently use the following necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an
algebraic representative.
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Proposition 3.2 ([Sai79, Thm. 2.2], [Mur85, Prop. 2.1]). An algebraic representative for Ai (X)
exists if and only if there exists a constant M such that for every surjective regular homomorphism
φ : Ai (X)  A(k) we have dimk A ≤ M .
Remark 3.3. Note that the notions of regular homomorphism and of algebraic representative are
usually defined for smooth projective irreducible varieties over an algebraically closed field k. However it is harmless to consider possibly disconnected smooth projective varieties : for instance, a
smooth projective variety X over k admits an algebraic representative (Abi (X), φiX ) for Ai (X)
if and only if each of its irreducible components X1 , . . . , Xn admits L
an algebraic representative
n
(Abi (Xj ), φiXj ) for Ai (Xj ), j = 1, . . . , n. In this case, (Abi (X), φiX ) ∼
= j=1 (Abi (Xj ), φiXj ).
3.2. Results of Murre on codimension two cycles. We recall Murre’s main result concerning
algebraic representatives for codimension two cycles.
Theorem 3.4 ([Mur85, Thm. A, p.226, Thm. C, p.229, Thm. 10.3, p.258]). Let X be a smooth
projective variety over an algebraically closed field k.
(a) There exists an algebraic representative (Ab2 (X), φ2X ) of A2 (X).
(b) For all but finitely many primes ` 6= char k, there is a natural inclusion
(3.1)

\
2
(X), Z` ) ,→ H 3 (X, Z` (1)).
H 1 (Ab

(c) For all primes ` 6= char k, there is a natural inclusion
(3.2)

\
2
H 1 (Ab
(X), Q` ) ,→ H 3 (X, Q` (1)).

(d) If k = C, then an algebraic representative is given by the image of the Abel–Jacobi map. In
other words, the pair (Ja3 (X), ψ 2 ), where
ψ 2 : A2 (X) → J 3 (X)
is the Abel–Jacobi map, and Ja3 (X) = Im(ψ 2 ), is an algebraic representative of A2 (X). For
each `, the Abel–Jacobi map ψ 2 is an injection on torsion, so that there is an isomorphism :
(3.3)

T` A2 (X)

T` ψ 2
∼
=

/ T` J 3 (X).
a

Remark 3.5. The inclusions (3.1) and (3.2) are not stated explicitly in [Mur85] ; the argument is
contained in Murre’s argument that the second Bloch map is injective [Mur85, Prop. 9.2, p.256].
More precisely, [Mur85, (18), p.250] establishes that for almost all ` there is an inclusion
(3.4)

\
2
H 1 (Ab
(X), Z` (1)) = H 1 (Ab2 (X), Z` )∨ = T` Ab2 (X) ⊆ T` A2 (X) ⊆ T` CH2 (X).

(For the finitely many exceptional ` 6= char k, Murre’s argument shows that there is still an inclusion
\
2
of rational Tate modules H 1 (Ab
(X), Q (1)) = V Ab2 (X) ⊆ V CH2 (X).) Then, Murre’s argument
`

`

`

that the second Bloch map is injective shows that for almost all ` there is also an inclusion :
(3.5)

T` CH2 (X) ,→ H 3 (X, Z` (2)).

(This may fail to be an inclusion at the primes for which H 3 (X, Z` (2)) has torsion ; for cohomology
with Q` -coefficients, this does not pose a problem, and one obtains the inclusion for all `.) The
inclusion (3.5) is not explicitly stated in [Mur85] but follows immediately from [Mur85, (19)] and
[Blo79, Lem. 2.4], together with the fact that H 3 (X, Z` (2)) is torsion-free for almost all ` by a
theorem of Gabber [Gab83].
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Remark 3.6. We can be more precise about the primes ` for which the argument above does not
establish the inclusion (3.1). By [Mur85, Lem. 1.6.2, p.224] there exists a cycle Z on X × Ab2 (X)
such that the composition ψZ := φX ◦ wZ : Ab2 (X) → A2 (X) → Ab2 (X) is an isogeny. For
each ` - deg(ψZ ), Murre [Mur85, p.250] establishes (3.4). Therefore, (3.1) holds for all primes `
such that ` - deg(ψZ ) and such that H 3 (X, Z` (2)) is torsion-free. Over C, a result of Voisin [Voi13,
Thm. 1.12, 1.13], [Voi15, Thm. 1.7] establishes that for threefolds, if the diagonal admits an integral
cohomological decomposition, then there exists a cycle Z so that ψZ is of degree 1 (see also [Voi13,
Rem. 1.9]).
3.3. Algebraic representatives, Chow varieties, and traces for primary field extensions.
If an algebraic representative exists, then by definition it is dominated by the Albanese varieties of
components of the Chow scheme. Since Albanese varieties and Chow schemes respect base change of
fields, this gives an approach for studying the problem of base change for algebraic representatives.
A key tool for studying base change of abelian varieties for primary extensions of fields is the socalled L/K-trace. We review in this section some of the results in the literature, and how we will
employ them in the context of algebraic representatives.
3.3.1. Chow rigidity and L/K-trace for primary field extensions. We exploit (Chow) rigidity and
L/K-traces for abelian varieties and primary field extensions. See [Con06] for a modern treatment ;
here, we summarize what we need. Let L/K be a primary extension of fields, i.e., an extension
such that the algebraic closure of K in L is purely inseparable over K. If L/K is primary and
separable (e.g., if K is algebraically closed), then L/K is said to be regular.
If A is an abelian variety over L, an L/K-trace is a final object (trL/K (A), τA ) in the category of
pairs (B, f ) where B is an abelian variety over K and f : B L → A is a map of abelian varieties over
L. An L/K-trace exists [Con06, Thm. 6.2], and is unique up to unique isomorphism. For brevity,
we will frequently denote the L/K-trace by the pair (A, τ ).
The kernel ker(τ ) is always a finite group scheme [Con06, Thm. 6.4(4)]. If char(K) = 0, then
ker(τ ) is trivial [Con06, p.72] ; more generally, if L/K is regular, then ker(τ ) is a connected group
scheme with connected dual [Con06, Thm. 6.4, Thm. 6.12], and thus τ is purely inseparable. In
particular [Con06, p.76], if L/K is regular, then on L-points τ induces an injection
(3.6)

A(L) 

 τ (L) /

A(L).

The image of τ in A descends to K if and only if Ker(τ ) is the trivial group scheme [Con06,
p.72]. As we have seen, this is automatic in characteristic zero, but need not hold in positive
characteristic.
Chow’s rigidity theorem (see [Con06, Thm. 3.19]) states that if B and C are both abelian varieties
over K (and L/K is still primary), then the natural inclusion
HomK (B, C) → HomL (B L , C L )
is a bijection. In particular, if A/L and B/K are abelian varieties, then there are canonical
bijections
(3.7)

HomL (B L , A) = HomL (B L , AL ) = HomK (B, A),

where the first equality is the universal property of the L/K-trace, and the second equality comes
from rigidity.
3.3.2. Chow varieties, Albaneses, and algebraic representatives. If X/K is a projective variety over
a perfect field K, then for each i there is a Chow scheme Chowi (X) over K, a union of countably
many connected components, whose points parametrize cycles of codimension i. If L/K is an
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extension of fields and XL := XK ×K L, then Chowi (XL ) ∼
= Chowi (X)L := Chowi (X) ×K L [Fri91,
Prop. 1.1] ; see also [Kol96].
If (Y, y)/K is a pointed geometrically integral variety over a perfect field, an Albanese variety
for Y is an abelian variety Alb(Y ) over K equipped with a pointed map (Y, y) → (Alb(Y ), 0) that
is initial with respect to pointed maps from (Y, y) to abelian varieties. If Y /K is smooth and
proper, then Alb(Y ) = Pic0(Pic0 ) /K ; since the Picard functor behaves well under base change,
Y /K red
we have Alb(YL ) ∼
= Alb(Y ) ×K L for any extension of perfect fields L/K. For geometrically integral
varieties Y /K that are not smooth and proper, either using (a compactification and) resolution of
singularities in characteristic 0, or an argument via de Jong’s alterations as in [Moc12, Cor. A.11],
one may again show that Y admits an Albanese, and that Alb(YL ) ∼
= Alb(Y ) ×K L.
One setting where we will use Albaneses extensively (e.g., the proof of Theorem 3.7) is the
following. Let X be a smooth projective variety defined over an algebraically closed field k, and
assume there is an algebraic representative (Abi (X), φiX ). From the discussion above, we see that
Abi (X) is the colimit of the inverse system of abelian varieties obtained from the Albanese varieties
of components of the Chow scheme Chowi (X). In fact, one should work with Albaneses of smooth
alterations of the reduction of products of components of the Hilbert scheme, but we avoid this
technical point in this discussion. In particular, Abi (X) admits a surjection from a finite product
of these abelian varieties. Moreover, if K ⊆ k is a perfect field, and X is defined over K with
X = X ×K k, then Abi (X) admits a morphism from the pullback to k of the inverse system of
torsors under abelian varieties defined over K obtained from the Albanese torsors of components
of the Chow scheme Chowi (X). In particular, since every component of Chowi (X) is a component
of a pullback to k of a component of Chowi (X), we have that Abi (X) admits a surjection from a
torsor under an abelian variety defined over K. (In fact, it will follow from Theorems 3.7 and 4.4
that if k = K, or char(k) = 0, then Abi (X), if it exists, descends to an abelian variety over K.)
3.4. Algebraically closed base change for algebraic representatives. The aim of this subsection is to establish our main addition to Murre’s work on algebraic representatives over algebraically
closed fields :
Theorem 3.7. Let Ω/k be an extension of algebraically closed fields. Let X/k be a smooth projective
variety. Assume that either Ai (X) or Ai (XΩ ) admits an algebraic representative. Then both Ai (X)
and Ai (XΩ ) admit an algebraic representative.
Moreover, let (Abi (X), φiX ) and (Abi (XΩ ), φiXΩ ) be algebraic representatives for Ai (X) and
Ai (XΩ ), respectively. Then there are natural maps
Abi (X)

b0

/ Abi (XΩ ) and Abi (XΩ )Ω

τ

/ Abi (X )
Ω

over k and Ω, respectively, where (Abi (XΩ ), τ ) is the Ω/k-trace of Abi (XΩ ) (§3.3.1). In characteristic zero, b0 and τ are isomorphisms ; in positive characteristic, they are purely inseparable isogenies.
In particular, in characteristic zero, there is a natural isomorphism Abi (X)Ω ∼
= Abi (XΩ ).
We start by recalling a rigidity result for torsion in Chow groups.
Theorem 3.8 (Lecomte [Lec86, Thm. 3.11]). Let Ω/k be an extension of algebraically closed fields,
and let X be a projective variety over k. Base change on cycles induces an injective homomorphism
of Chow groups bΩ/k : CHi (X) → CHi (XΩ ). For each positive integer N , bΩ/k induces isomorphisms
on the N -torsion groups :
∼

(a) bΩ/k [N ] : CHi (X)[N ] −→ CHi (XΩ )[N ] ;
∼
(b) bΩ/k [N ] : Ai (X)[N ] −→ Ai (XΩ )[N ].
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Proof. That the base-change homomorphism bΩ/k : CHi (X) → CHi (XΩ ) is injective is standard and
is proved using a spreading out argument followed by a specialization argument (e.g., the argument
of [Blo10, Lem. 1A.3, p.22]). Precisely, denoting rΩ/k : CHi (XΩ ) → CHi (X) the specialization
homomorphism (see [Blo10, Lem. 1A.3, p.22] and [Ful98, §20.3]), we have that rΩ/k ◦ bΩ/k is the
identity on CHi (X), giving the injectivity of bΩ/k . Part (a) is the content of [Lec86, Thm. 3.11].
As a consequence of (a), rΩ/k and bΩ/k are in fact inverses of each other on N -torsion. Part (b)
then follows from the fact that bΩ/k and rΩ/k respect algebraic equivalence.

Proof of Theorem 3.7. We proceed in four steps.
Step 1. Let X be a smooth projective variety defined over k, let A/k be an abelian variety, and
let φ : Ai (X) → A(k) be a regular homomorphism. Then there is a regular homomorphism φΩ :
Ai (XΩ ) → AΩ (Ω), which is surjective if φ is surjective, making the following diagram commute :
(3.8)

Ai (X)

φ

/ A(k)

b



Ai (XΩ )

φΩ



base change

/ AΩ (Ω).

Note that by the criterion of [Sai79, Thm. 2.2], [Mur85, Prop. 2.1] (see Proposition 3.2), it follows
from Step 1 that if Ai (XΩ ) has an algebraic representative, then so does Ai (X).
To establish Step 1, we first construct φΩ ; we thank the referee for providing such a construction.
Denote by Ai\ (X) the contravariant functor on the category of smooth integral varieties over k given
by families of algebraically trivial cycles on X. More precisely, the functor Ai\ (X) sends a variety
T as above to the group of cycles Z ∈ CHi (X ×k T ) such that for some (equivalently, for any)
geometric point x : Spec(Ω0 ) → T with Ω0 being an algebraically closed field over k, we have that
the cycle x! (Z) ∈ CHi (XΩ0 ) is algebraically trivial. By definition of a regular homomorphism, we
have a morphism of contravariant functors
φ\ : Ai\ (X) → A
on the category of smooth integral varieties over k. Moreover, both functors Ai\ (X) and A send
inverse limits of varieties to direct limits of abelian groups. Therefore, the morphism of functors
φ\ extends in a canonical way to the category of schemes over k that can be obtained as inverse
limits of smooth integral varieties over k. In particular, evaluating on Spec Ω, we obtain the desired
regular homomorphism
φ\ (Ω)

Ai (XΩ ) = Ai\ (X)(Ω) −−−−→ A(Ω),
which we denote by φΩ . Note that this homomorphism is surjective when φ is surjective due to the
existence of the cycle and isogeny from [Mur85, Cor. 1.6.3] (see Lemma 4.9(c)).
Step 2. Let X be a smooth projective variety defined over k, let A/Ω be an abelian variety, and
let φXΩ : Ai (XΩ ) → A(Ω) be a regular homomorphism. Then there is a regular homomorphism
φ : Ai (X) → A(k) to the k-points of the Ω/k-trace of A (see §3.3.1), making the following diagram
commute :
φ

(3.9)

Ai (X)

/ A(k)


A(Ω)

b

i



A (XΩ )

base change

τ (Ω)

φXΩ


/ A(Ω).
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Here, b = bΩ/k : Ai (X) → Ai (XΩ ) is the base change map on cycles, and τ : AΩ → A is the
canonical map (see §3.3.1) ; recall that τ is an isomorphism onto its image in characteristic zero,
and is at worst a purely inseparable isogeny onto its image in positive characteristic. In particular,
τ induces an inclusion on Ω-points (3.6).
To establish Step 2, let us define φ. For this, assume that α ∈ Ai (X). Then there is a smooth
projective irreducible curve T over k, with k-points t1 , t0 , and a cycle Z ∈ CHi (T ×k X) such
that α = wZ,t0 (t1 ) (e.g., [Ful98, Exa. 10.3.2]). Since φXΩ is regular, there is an Ω-morphism
γ : TΩ → A that induces φXΩ ◦ wZΩ . The morphism γ necessarily factors through the Albanese map
aΩ : TΩ → Alb(TΩ ), via a morphism say δ : Alb(TΩ ) → A. Since (Alb(TΩ ), aΩ ) ∼
= (Alb(T ), a)Ω ,
the definition of the Ω/k-trace and rigidity (see §3.3.1) together imply there is a k-morphism
 : Alb(T ) → A so that δ = τ ◦ Ω . In other words, there is a commutative diagram
γ(Ω)
φ XΩ &
/ Ai (X )
/
Ω
h4 A(Ω)
O
n7
hhhh
h
n
h
n
h
hh
nn
h
n
h
τ (Ω)
a
(Ω)
h
n
Ω
h
h
nn

hhhh δ(Ω)
nnn
/ A(Ω)
T (k)
Alb(TΩ )(Ω)
7

(Ω)
9
Ω
n
t
nn
ttt
nnn
a(k)
t
n
n
t
tt base change

nnn
/
A(k).
Alb(T )(k)

TΩ (Ω)

wZΩ

(k)

We define φ(α) := (a(t1 ) − a(t0 )). Since the base change map on points is injective and since
Ker(τ )(Ω) is trivial (see (3.6)), φ(α) is well-defined, i.e., it is independent of the choice of T . It
is clear from our construction of φ that (3.9) commutes. In fact, starting with a general smooth
pointed connected variety T , the same argument shows that φ is regular (since  ◦ a is defined over
k).
Step 3. In the notation of Step 2, if φXΩ is surjective, then φ : Ai (X) → A(k) is surjective and
τ : AΩ → A is a purely inseparable isogeny (and an isomorphism in characteristic 0).
Note that by the criterion of [Sai79, Thm. 2.2], [Mur85, Prop. 2.1] (see Proposition 3.2), it follows
from Step 3 and (3.9) that if Ai (X) has an algebraic representative, then so does Ai (XΩ ).
To establish Step 3, recall that if φXΩ is surjective, then A/Ω is dominated by an inverse system
of abelian varieties defined over k (see the discussion in §3.3.2) ; in fact, there is an abelian variety
B/k (namely the Albanese of a finite union of smooth alterations of components of the Chow
scheme) such that there is a surjection α : BΩ → A. It follows (see §3.3.1) that τ is a purely
inseparable isogeny (and an isomorphism in characteristic 0).
Let us now show that φ is surjective provided φXΩ is surjective. Let ` ∈ N be a prime 6=
char(k), and let us consider `-torsion in the commutative diagram (3.9). The morphism τ induces
an isomorphism (3.6) T` τ : T` A(Ω) → T` A(Ω). Lecomte’s rigidity Theorem 3.8 says that the
homomorphism T` b is an isomorphism. The base change map T` A(k) → T` A(Ω) on torsion is also
an isomorphism. Therefore, a diagram chase in (3.9) shows the surjectivity of T` φ, and thus that
of φ ([Mur85, Lem. 1.6.2(i)] ; see Lemma 4.9(a)).
Step 4. Let (Abi (X), φiX ) and (Abi (XΩ ), φiXΩ ) be algebraic representatives for Ai (X) and Ai (XΩ ),
respectively. The k-homomorphism b0 : Abi (X) → Abi (XΩ ) induced by the regular homomorphism
φ : Ai (X) → Abi (XΩ )(k) of Step 2 is an isomorphism in characteristic zero, and a purely inseparable isogeny in positive characteristic.
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It suffices to show that b0 (k) is an isomorphism. We have the following commutative diagram :
(3.10)

i

A (X)

φiX

φ

Ai (X)

/ / Abi (X)(k)
0
 b (k)

/ Abi (XΩ )(k).

We already know from Step 3 that φ is surjective. Therefore, it remains only to prove that b0
is injective on k-points. Let ζ ∈ Ker b0 (k) and let z ∈ Ai (X) be a cycle mapping to ζ (i.e.,
φiX (z) = ζ). Then zΩ := b(z) ∈ Ai (XΩ ) is abelian equivalent to 0 (i.e., zΩ is sent to 0 under any
regular morphism), since φiXΩ (zΩ ) = 0 by the commutativity of (3.9) and (3.10). In particular,
considering the regular homomorphism (φiX )Ω of Step 1, we have (φiX )Ω (zΩ ) = 0. By virtue of the
commutativity of (3.8), and the injectivity of the base change map, we have that φiX (z) = 0 ; i.e.,
ζ = 0, and we have that b0 is injective on geometric points.


4. Algebraic representatives and Galois actions
In this section we extend the notion of algebraic representative to the setting of Galois field
extensions. The main result of the section is Theorem 4.4, which says that algebraic representatives
descend from the algebraic closure of a perfect field. We also establish several basic results on regular
homomorphisms in this setting following [Mur85].
Throughout this section, we take k to be an algebraically closed field, and K ⊆ k to be a perfect
sub-field such that k/K is algebraic. (In particular, K is the fixed field of Gal(k/K).)
4.1. Preliminaries on Galois descent. If X/k is a variety and σ ∈ Gal(k/K), let X σ be the fiber
product X σ = X ×Spec k,σ Spec k ; by definition, it comes equipped
with a map σ̃ : X σ → X over σ.
n
o
∼

A k/K descent datum on X is a system of isomorphisms σX : X → X over σ : σ ∈ Gal(k/K)
satisfying the co-cycle condition (στ )X = σX ◦ τX : X → X. There is a similar notion of a
descent datum on a morphism of varieties (i.e., a descent datum on its graph), and the category
of quasi-projective k-schemes equipped with k/K descent data is equivalent to the category of
quasi-projective schemes over K (e.g., [BLR90, Thm. 6, p.135, p.141], [GW10, Thm. 14.84, p.457]).
We will often denote the effect of this functor by (X, {σ}) 7→ X ; the inverse functor is Y 7→ Y :=
Y ×Spec K Spec k. Similar notation will be employed for cycles.
Note that a k/K descent datum on X (or, equivalently, a choice of K-model X) determines an
action of Gal(k/K) on the k-points X(k) ; a morphism X → Y of k-varieties with descent data
descends to K if and only if its action on k-points is Gal(k/K)-equivariant (e.g., [Mil14, Prop. 16.9]).
4.2. Action of the Galois group on cycles. Let X/k be a quasi-projective variety equipped
with a k/K-descent datum {σX }. Pullback by the flat morphism of schemes σX induces [Ful98,
§1.7] a homomorphism
∗
σX
: CHi (X) → CHi (X),
∗ [Z] = [σ ∗ Z]. The co-cycle condition for descent data then yields an action of
and we have σX
X
Gal(k/K) on CHi (X), which restricts to an action on Ai (X).
Now let T /k be a smooth, connected variety over k ; let Z be a codimension i cycle on T ×k X,
and let t0 : Spec k → T be a k-point. If T , Z and t0 are equipped with compatible k/K descent
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data, we obtain a commutative diagram
T (k)
∗
σT



T (k)

wZ,t0

wZ,t0

/ Ai (X)


∗
σX

/ Ai (X).

and we see that wZ is Gal(k/K)-equivariant.
Even in the absence of a distinguished K-model for T and Z one can show, using the refined
Gysin map [Ful98, §6.3], that
∗
σX
Zt0 = ((σ̃ ×σ σX )∗ Z)σ̃∗ t0

(4.1)

and we thus have a commutative diagram
(4.2)

wZ,t0

T (k)
σ̃ ∗



/ Ai (X)

w(σ̃×σ σX )∗ Z,σ̃∗ t0

T σ (k)



∗
σX

/ Ai (X).

4.3. Galois equivariant algebraic representatives. Let k be an algebraically closed field, and
K ⊆ k a perfect sub-field such that k/K is algebraic. Let X be a smooth projective variety over
k, equipped with k/K descent data. Let A be an abelian variety over k that is also equipped with
k/K descent data. We say that a regular homomorphism
φ : Ai (X) → A(k)
is Gal(k/K)-equivariant if for each σ ∈ Gal(k/K), the following diagram is commutative :
Ai (X)


φ

/ A(k)

∗
σX

Ai (X)

∗
σA


/ A(k).

φ

Remark 4.1. Given such data (A, {σA } , φ), the class [0] ∈ Ai (X) is fixed by Gal(k/K), and so
φ([0]) descends to K ; A(K) is nonempty. By uniqueness of group structures on abelian varieties,
we see that the group law on A also descends to A ; A descends to K as an abelian variety.
Definition 4.2. Let k be an algebraically closed field, and K ⊆ k a perfect sub-field such that
k/K is algebraic. Let X be a smooth projective variety over k, equipped with k/K descent data. A
Galois equivariant algebraic representative for Ai (X) is a pair (AbiGal(k/K) (X), φX,Gal(k/K) ) which
is initial among all pairs (A, φ) consisting of an abelian variety A/k with k/K descent datum and
a Galois-equivariant regular homomorphism φ : Ai (X) → A(k).
Remark 4.3. Note that for a pointed smooth integral k-variety T , and a codimension i cycle Z
on T ×k X, the following diagram is commutative for a Galois equivariant regular homomorphism
φ : Ai (X) → A(k) :
T (k)


wZ,t0

σ̃ ∗

T σ (k)

w(σ̃×σ σX )∗ Z,σ̃∗ t0

/ Ai (X)


φ

∗
σX

/ Ai (X)
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φ

/ A(k)


∗
σA

/ A(k).

Moreover, for a smooth integral k-variety T with descent datum, together with a Gal(k/K)-invariant
marked point t0 , and a codimension i cycle Z on T ×k X such that the descent data for T and
X induces descent data for Z, the following diagram is commutative for a Galois invariant regular
homomorphism φ : Ai (X) → A(k) :
T (k)


wZ,t0

/ Ai (X)

∗
σT

T (k)

wZ,t0



φ

/ A(k)

∗
σX

/ Ai (X)



φ

∗
σA

/ A(k).

This says that the morphism of k-varieties T → A inducing φ ◦ wZ descends to K.
We now prove some basic results about Galois equivariant regular morphisms. The main result
we want is that for smooth projective varieties over a perfect field K, algebraic representatives of the
variety over the algebraic closure give Galois equivariant algebraic representatives ; in particular,
they descend to K.
Theorem 4.4. Let X/k be a smooth projective variety over an algebraically closed field k, and
suppose that Ai (X) has an algebraic representative (Abi (X), φiX ). Let K ⊆ k be a perfect field
such that k/K is algebraic. Then each k/K descent datum on X induces a k/K descent datum on
Abi (X). Moreover, with respect to these descent data, φiX is Gal(k/K)-equivariant, and the pair
(Abi (X), φiX ) is a Galois equivariant algebraic representative.
Remark 4.5. Note that by Remark 4.1, Abi (X) descends to an abelian variety Abi (X) over K.
The proof uses the universal property of Abi (X) to transfer descent data for X to descent data
for Abi (X). Before giving the proof, we introduce one more notion that we will utilize.
Definition 4.6. Let X be a smooth projective variety over an algebraically closed field k, and let
σ ∈ Aut(k). Given an abelian variety A over k, a homomorphism of groups
φ

Ai (X) −−−−→ A(k)
is said to be σ-regular if for every pair (T, Z) with T a pointed smooth integral k-variety, and
Z ⊆ T ×k X a relative codimension i cycle over T , the composition
φ

w

T (k) −−−Z−→ Ai (X) −−−−→ A(k)
is induced by a morphism g : T → A over σ ; by this (i.e., φ ◦ wZ being induced by the morphism
g over σ) we mean there is a commutative diagram of morphisms of schemes
T


k

g

/A
σ / 
k

such that for each k-point t : Spec k → T , we have (φ ◦ wZ )(t) = g∗ (t) := g ◦ t ◦ σ −1 .
Lemma 4.7. Let X be a smooth projective variety over an algebraically closed field k, and let
σ ∈ Aut(k). Suppose that (Abi (X), φiX ) is an algebraic representative for Ai (X). Given an abelian
variety A/k and a σ-regular homomorphism φ : Ai (X) → A(k), there exists a unique morphism
f : Abi (X) → A over σ such that φ = f∗ ◦ φiX .
Proof. Let φ : Ai (X) → A(k) be a σ-regular homomorphism. Consider the morphisms
σ̃ ∗

A(k) −−−−→ Aσ (k),
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σ̃ −1

A −−−−→ Aσ ,

with the latter over σ −1 ∈ Aut(k), and where given a k-point a : Spec k → A, we define σ̃ ∗ (a) :=
(σ̃ −1 )∗ (a) = σ̃ −1 aσ.
The composition σ̃ ∗ ◦ φ : Ai (X) → Aσ (k) is a regular homomorphism. Indeed, given a triple
(T, Z, t0 ) with T a smooth integral k-variety, Z a codimension i cycle on T ×k X, and t0 : Spec k → T
a k-point, there is by definition a morphism g : T → A over σ such that for each k-point t : Spec k →
T we have (φwZ )(t) = gtσ −1 . Therefore, (σ̃ ∗ φwZ )(t) = σ̃ ∗ (gtσ −1 ) = σ̃ −1 (gtσ −1 )σ = σ̃ −1 gt, so that
σ̃ ∗ φwZ is induced by σ̃ −1 g : T → Aσ , and we have established that σ̃ ∗ φ is a regular homomorphism.
It follows from the universal property of the algebraic representative that there is a unique
morphism f˜ : Abi (X) → Aσ of abelian varieties over k, such that σ̃ ∗ ◦ φ = f˜ ◦ φiX on k-points.
The morphism f := σ̃ ◦ f˜ over σ satisfies φ = σ̃∗ σ̃ ∗ φ = σ̃∗ f˜φiX = f∗ φiX . Here we are using that
σ̃∗ f˜ = f∗ on k-points ; indeed, given a k-point a : Spec k → Abi (X), we have σ̃∗ f˜(a) = σ̃∗ (f˜a) =
σ̃ f˜aσ −1 = f aσ −1 = f∗ (a). The uniqueness of f follows again from the universal property of the
algebraic representative.

Proof of Theorem 4.4. We start by showing that k/K descent data for X induces k/K descent data
∗ : Ai (X) → Abi (X)(k) is σ −1 -regular.
for Abi (X). The first claim is that the composition φiX ◦ σX
Indeed, suppose we are given T /k, a smooth integral pointed variety, and Z a codimension i cycle
on T ×k X. It was shown in (4.2) that we have a commutative diagram
T (k)

wZ

/ Ai (X)

T σ (k)

/ Abi (X)(k)

φiX

/ Abi (X)(k).

∗
σX

σ̃ ∗



φiX



w(σ̃×σX )∗ Z

/ Ai (X)

Let g 0 : T σ → Abi (X) be the morphism of k-varieties inducing the bottom row of the diagram, and
set g := g 0 ◦ σ̃ −1 : T → Abi (X) to be the induced morphism over σ −1 . For a k-point t : Spec k → T
we have
∗
(φiX σX
wZ )(t) = (φiX w(σ̃×σX )∗ Z σ̃ ∗ )(t) = g 0 (σ̃ ∗ t) = g 0 σ̃ −1 tσ = gtσ = g∗ (t).
∗ is σ −1 -regular.
Therefore we have established that φiX σX
By virtue of the previous lemma, there is a unique morphism (σAb )−1 : Abi (X) → Abi (X) over
−1
σ making the following diagram commute :
wZ

T (k)


σ̃ ∗

T σ (k)

φiX

/ Ai (X)


w(σ̃×σX )∗ Z

∗
σX

φiX

/ Ai (X)

/ Abi (X)(k)


((σAb )−1 )∗

/ Abi (X)(k).

Using the universal property of the algebraic representative, one can see that the morphisms
(σAb )−1 : Abi (X) → Abi (X) are isomorphisms, and that the morphisms σAb := ((σAb )−1 )−1 define
a lift of the action of Gal(k/K) to Abi (X). In particular, the σAb provide a k/K descent datum
for Abi (X). Finally, the commutativity of the diagram
T (k)


wZ

/ Ai (X)

σ̃ ∗

T σ (k)

w(σ̃×σX )∗ Z



φiX

∗
σX

/ Ai (X)

φiX

/ Abi (X)(k)


∗
σAb

/ Abi (X)(k).

shows that φiX is Gal(k/K)-equivariant, and therefore that (Abi (X), φiX ) is a Galois equivariant
algebraic representative.
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4.4. Some structure results for algebraic representatives. We would also like to extend
some basic structure results from Murre [Mur85] to the case of Galois equivariant regular homomorphisms ; a crucial ingredient is the following technical, yet general, proposition extending a well
known result of Weil [Wei54, Lem. 9] over an algebraically closed field to the setting of arbitrary
perfect fields :
Proposition 4.8 ([ACMVc]). Let X/K be a scheme of finite type over a perfect field K and let
X be the base-change of X to an algebraic closure k of K. If α ∈ CHi (X) is algebraically trivial,
then there exist an abelian variety A/K, a cycle Z on A ×K X, and a pair of k-points t1 , t0 on A

such that α = Zt1 − Zt0 .
Lemma 4.9 ([Mur85, Lem. 1.6.2, Cor. 1.6.3]). Let k be an algebraically closed field, let K ⊆ k
be a perfect sub-field such that k/K is algebraic, let X be a smooth projective variety over k, let
A be an abelian variety over k, and assume that each is equipped with k/K-descent data. Now let
φ : Ai (X) → A(k) be a Gal(k/K)-equivariant regular homomorphism. Then :
(a) There is an abelian subvariety A0 ⊆ A defined over K such that Im(φ) = A0 (k).
(b) There is an abelian variety D defined over K and a cycle Z ∈ CHi (D ×K X) such that
φ
the composition D(k) −−w
−Z−→ Ai (X) −−−−→ A(k) surjects onto Im(φ) and is induced by a
K-morphism of abelian varieties D → A.
(c) If φ is surjective, then there is an abelian variety B defined over K and a cycle Z ∈ CHi (B ×K
φ
X) such that the composition B(k) −−w
−Z−→ Ai (X) −−−−→ A(k) is induced by a K-isogeny of
abelian varieties B → A.
(d) If φ is surjective, then there exists a cycle Z ∈ CHi (A ×K X) such that the composition
φ

w

A(k) −−−Z−→ Ai (X) −−−−→ A(k)
is induced by the K-morphism r · IdA : A → A, for some non-zero integer r.
Proof. This is [Mur85, Lem. 1.6.2, Cor. 1.6.3] in the case K = k. We will see that, with the
arithmetic input of Proposition 4.8, the same proof establishes the present lemma. As (a) follows
from the proof of (b), we begin by proving (b).
(b) The key point is that given α ∈ Im(φ), there exist an abelian variety D defined over K and
a Y ∈ CHi (D ×K X) such that α ∈ Im(φ ◦ wY ). In the case k = K, this is [Wei54, Lem. 9] ; in the
case k 6= K, this is Proposition 4.8.
Now for all such pairs (D, Y ) consider the abelian sub-varieties Im(φ ◦ wY ). Note that, since we
are assuming that φ is Gal(k/K)-equivariant, Remark 4.3 says that φ ◦ wY descends to K. Clearly
we can take a pair (D0 , Y 0 ) such that Im(φ ◦ wY 0 ) is of maximal dimension. The claim is that
Im(φ ◦ wY 0 ) = Im(φ). If not, let φ(α) ∈
/ Im(φ ◦ wY 0 ), then by the assertion of the first paragraph,
there exists a pair (D00 , Y 00 ) such that φ(α) ∈ Im(φ ◦ wY 00 ). Now consider D000 := D0 ×K D00 and the
projections π 0 : D0 ×K D00 ×K X → D0 ×K X and π 00 : D0 ×K D00 ×K X → D00 ×K X. Take
Y 000 := π 0∗ Y 0 + π 00∗ Y 00 .
Then Im(φ ◦ wY 000 ) ⊃ Im(φ ◦ wY 0 ) and Im(φ ◦ wY 000 ) ⊃ Im(φ ◦ wY 00 ), a contradiction, proving the
claim, and thus (b).
(c) We have a surjection D → A, and there exists a K-sub-abelian variety B ⊆ D such that the
induced map B → A is an isogeny. The restricted cycle Z|B×K X provides the desired cycle.
(d) This follows from (c). The dual isogeny g : A → B has the property that there is a non-zero
integer r ∈ Z such that the composition A → B → A is given by r · IdA . The cycle (g ×K IdX )∗ Z
gives the desired cycle.
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In light of Murre’s results [Mur85] (see Theorem 3.4), we have the following consequence (see
also Corollary 5.2 and Remark 5.4, which establishes a stronger statement for cohomology with
Q` -coefficients, under the hypothesis K ⊆ C).
Corollary 4.10. Let X be a smooth projective variety over a perfect field K. Let Ab2 (X)/K be
the model of Ab2 (X) from Theorem 4.4. There is a natural inclusion of Gal(k/K)-representations
\
2
H 1 (Ab
(X)k , Q` ) ,→ H 3 (X, Q` (1)).
\
2
For almost all ` there is an inclusion H 1 (Ab
(X)k , Z` ) ,→ H 3 (X, Z` (1)) of Gal(k/K)-modules.
Proof. We aim to show that the two inclusions (3.4), i.e., T` Ab2 (X) ,→ T` A2 (X), and (3.5), i.e.,
T` CH2 (X) ,→ H 3 (X, Z` (2)) constructed by Murre are Gal(k/K)-equivariant. The second inclusion
(3.5) can be seen to be equivariant since the map is constructed via natural maps of sheaves, all of
which have natural Gal(k/K)-actions. Let us now show that the first inclusion (3.4) can be taken
to be equivariant. Using the modification of [Mur85, Cor. 1.6.3] given in Lemma 4.9, there is a
cycle Z ∈ CH2 (Ab2 (X) ×K X) such that
φ2X ◦ wZ : Ab2 (X)(k) → A2 (X) → Ab2 (X)(k)
is induced by a K-isogeny f : Ab2 (X) → Ab2 (X). We also saw in the proof of Theorem 4.4 that
both wZ and φ2X are Galois equivariant. Now take a prime number ` such that (`, deg(f )) = 1 and
` is invertible in k ; on points of order `ν we have
∼

f : Ab2 (X)[`ν ] → Ab2 (X)[`ν ],
as Galois representations, for all ν > 0. Therefore Ab2 (X)[`ν ] is a direct summand of the Galois
representation A2 (X)[`ν ] and we obtain a Galois equivariant inclusion
Ab2 (X)[`ν ] ,→ A2 (X)[`ν ].
Taking the associated Tate modules completes the proof.



5. Phantoms via algebraic representatives
We now prove Theorem B and complete the proof of Theorem A, by showing in Theorem 5.1
that the image of the Abel–Jacobi map in the intermediate Jacobian J 3 (XC ) descends to a field of
definition of X.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose X is a smooth projective variety over a field K ⊆ C, and n is a non-negative
integer. Assume that An+1 (XC ) admits (Ja2n+1 (XC ), AJ) as an algebraic representative, where
Ja2n+1 (XC ) is the image of the Abel–Jacobi map AJ : An+1 (XC ) → J 2n+1 (XC ). Then Ja2n+1 (XC )
has a distinguished model J over K making AJ : An+1 (XC ) → Ja2n+1 (XC ) an Aut(C/K)-equivariant
homomorphism, and there is a correspondence γ on Jb ×K X inducing for each prime number ` an
inclusion of Gal(K)-representations
(5.1)

γ∗
H 1 (JbK , Q` ) ,→ H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)),

with image Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)). Consequently, if in addition H 2n+1 (XC , Q) is of geometric
coniveau n, then (5.1) is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let X be a smooth projective variety defined over K ⊆ C and assume that An+1 (XC ) adn+1
mits an algebraic representative (Abn+1 (XC ), φn+1
(XK )
XC ). We have seen in Theorem 3.7 that A
n+1
n+1
n+1
n+1
∼
admits an algebraic representative (Ab
(XK ), φX ) with Ab
(XC ), and in
(XK )C = Ab
K
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Theorem 4.4 that Abn+1 (XK ) admits a distinguished model J over K. (Note that the distinguished model J over K is indeed an abelian variety ; see Remark 4.1.) We also saw in Theon+1
(XC ), φn+1
rem 3.7 that (Abn+1 (XK ), φn+1
XC ) and in Theorem 4.4 that
X ) is the C/K-trace of (Ab
K

Abn+1 (XK ) is equipped with Galois descent datum making φn+1
Galois-equivariant. Since the
X
K

n+1
C/K-trace is constructed by fpqc descent [Con06], we see that φn+1
(XC ) → Abn+1 (XC ) is
XC : A
Aut(C/K)-equivariant. Moreover, since the regular homomorphism φn+1
XC is surjective, the model
J is distinguished in the sense that it is uniquely determined by the natural Galois action on
An+1 (XC ).
We now make a general observation. Let XC be a smooth projective variety defined over C.
Given an abelian variety AC over C and a correspondence ZC ∈ CHn+1 (AC ×C XC ), then using
the functoriality of the Abel–Jacobi map with respect to the action of correspondences we have a
commutative diagram
wZC

(5.2)

/ A0 (AC )

AC (C)

MMM
MMM
MMM
MM& &



Z∗

*
/ An+1 (X )
C

AJ



Alb(AC )(C)

AJ

/ J 2n+1 (XC )(C).

The differential of the map Alb(AC ) → J 2n+1 (XC ) in the bottom row is the complexification of the
map
(5.3)

Z∗ : H 2 dim A−1 (AC , Q(dim AC − 1)) → H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)),

induced by the correspondence ZC (e.g., [Voi07, Thm. 12.17]).
bC , Q) → H 2 dim A−1 (AC , Q(dim AC − 1)) can be obtained via
The natural identification H 1 (A
correspondences as the composition of isomorphisms Θ∗ ◦Γλ∗ , where Γλ is the graph of a polarization
bC → AC , and Θ∗ : H 1 (AC , Q) → H 2 dim A−1 (AC , Q(dim AC −1)) is induced by the (dim AC −1)λ:A
fold intersection Θ of the class of the dual polarization on AC . In conclusion, we have a morphism
(5.4)

◦Θ∗ ◦Γλ∗
bC , Q) −Z−∗−
H 1 (A
−−−−→ H 2n+1 (XC , Q(n)).

Finally consider the special case where (AC , φ) = (Ja2n+1 , AJ), and where the cycle ZC is taken as
in [Mur85, Cor. 1.6.3] (see Lemma 4.9(d)) so that AJ ◦ wZC is given by r · IdJa2n+1 for some non-zero
integer r. The diagram (5.2) then shows that (5.4) is injective, with image Nn H 2n+1 (XC , Q).
With this set-up, Lemma 4.9 implies that there exists a cycle Z ∈ CHn+1 (J ×K X) such that
the composition
φn+1
X

wZ

K
K
Abn+1 (XK ) −−−−
→ An+1 (XK ) −−−−
→ Abn+1 (XK )

is induced by the K-morphism r · IdJ : J → J for some non-zero integer r, and the maps wZK and
b
φn+1
XK are Gal(K)-equivariant. Let λ : J → J be a polarization and let Θ be the (dim J − 1)-fold
self-intersection of the class of the polarization on J. The correspondence Z ◦ Θ ◦ Γλ , defined over
K, induces a morphism of Gal(K)-representations
(5.5)

Z∗ ◦Θ∗ ◦Γ

H 1 (JbK , Q` ) −−−−−−−λ∗
→ H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)).

Finally, if we assume further that (Ja2n+1 (XC ), AJ) ∼
= (Abn+1 (XC ), φn+1
XC ), then (5.4) and the
comparison isomorphisms (1.3) imply that the map (5.5) is an inclusion, with image
Nn H 2n+1 (XK , Q` (n)). The comparison isomorphisms (1.3) also show that H 2n+1 (XC , Q) is of
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geometric coniveau n if and only if H 2n+1 (XK , Q` ) is of geometric coniveau n ; therefore (5.5) is
an isomorphism under the hypotheses given in the theorem.

Corollary 5.2. Suppose that X is a smooth projective variety over a field K ⊆ C. The abelian
variety Ja3 (XC ) has a distinguished model J over K. There is a correspondence γ on Jb ×K X such
that for each prime number ` the correspondence induces an inclusion of Gal(K)-representations
(5.6)

γ∗

H 1 (JbK , Q` ) ,→ H 3 (XK , Q` (1)),

with image N1 H 3 (XK , Q` (1)). Consequently, if H 3 (XC , Q) is of geometric coniveau 1 (e.g., if XC
is a uni-ruled threefold), then (5.6) is an isomorphism.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.1 and [Mur85] (see Theorem 3.4). That a uni-ruled threefold
XC has H 3 (XC , Q) of geometric coniveau 1 follows, via a decomposition of the diagonal argument
[BS83], from the fact that CH0 (XC ) is supported on a surface.

Remark 5.3. Unlike the approach taken to prove Theorem 2.1, the approach to proving Theorem 5.1
using Murre’s results [Mur85] does not seem to provide a splitting for the inclusion (5.6). However,
since we are taking 2n + 1 = 3, the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.1 do provide a splitting for
(5.6), induced by an algebraic correspondence if K is finitely generated. Indeed, let J 0 be the abelian
variety over K and γ 0 be the correspondence provided by Theorem 2.1. The inclusion (5.6) and
0 , Q ) ,→ H 3 (X , Q (1)) have the same image, namely N1 H 3 (X , Q (1)).
the inclusion γ∗0 : H 1 (JK
`
`
`
K
K
1
1
0
Therefore H (JK , Q` ) and H (JK , Q` ) are isomorphic as Gal(K)-representations. The splitting of
γ∗0 from Theorem 2.1 then provides a splitting of (5.6). If moreover K is finitely generated, then
J and J 0 are K-isogenous, in which case composing the the graph of such an isogeny with the
correspondence from Theorem 2.1 that gives the splitting of γ∗0 yields a correspondence splitting
(5.6).
Remark 5.4. Comparing Corollary 5.2 to Corollary 4.10, we see that by assuming that K ⊆ C and
by using the functoriality of the Abel–Jacobi map with respect to the action of correspondences, we
are able to obtain the inclusion of Gal(K)-representations via a correspondence, and to characterize
its image in terms of the geometric coniveau filtration.
6. Complements on phantoms and algebraic representatives
In this section we discuss specialization of phantom abelian varieties and algebraic representatives. This has particular relevance to the question of phantoms from the perspective of Honda–Tate
theory. Motivated by Theorem 5.1, we also establish some results on algebraic representatives for
higher codimension cycles.
6.1. Phantoms, algebraic representatives, and specializations.
Lemma 6.1. Let S = Spec R be a discrete valuation ring with generic point η = Spec K and special
point 0 = Spec κ, and let ` be a prime number invertible in κ. Let X/S be a smooth, projective
scheme, and let A/η be an abelian variety equipped with a Gal(K)-equivariant inclusion
(6.1)



H 1 (Aη , Q` ) 

/ H 2n+1 (Xη , Q` (n)).

(a) Then A extends to an abelian scheme A/S.
(b) Suppose the inclusion (6.1) has image Nn H 2n+1 (Xη , Q` ) and that dim Nn H 2n+1 (X0 , Q` ) =
dim Nn H 2n+1 (Xη , Q` ). Then specialization induces an inclusion
(6.2)

H 1 (A0 , Q` ) 



/ H 2n+1 (X , Q` (n)),
0

with image Nn H 2n+1 (X0 , Q` ). Moreover, if (6.1) is realized by a correspondence on A ×η Xη ,
then (6.2) is realized by the specialization of the correspondence on A0 ×0 X0 .
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(c) If Aη is a phantom for Xη (i.e., (6.1) is an isomorphism), then A0 is a phantom for X0 (i.e.,
(6.2) is an isomorphism).
Proof. (a) Since Xη has good reduction, it follows that H 2n+1 (Xη , Q` ) is unramified as a representation of Gal(K), and thus so is H 1 (Aη , Q` ). The Néron–Ogg–Shafarevich criterion shows A
extends to S.
(b) This follows from the canonical isomorphism H r (Yη , Q` ) ∼
= H r (Y0 , Q` ) provided by proper
base change for any smooth projective Y /S. More precisely, since specialization is compatible with
intersection [Ful98, 20.3.5], the specialization isomorphism gives an inclusion Nn H 2n+1 (Xη , Q` ) ⊆
Nn H 2n+1 (X0 , Q` ). Thus we have a commutative diagram
/ Nn H 2n+1 (Xη , Q` (n))  
_
∼



H 1 (A0 , Q` ) _ _ _/ Nn H 2n+1 (X0 , Q` (n)) 

H 1 (Aη , Q` )

∼

/ H 2n+1 (Xη , Q` (n))
∼
/ H 2n+1 (X , Q` (n)).
0

A dimension count implies that the induced dashed arrow is an isomorphism. Finally, since specialization is compatible with cup product in cohomology, the dashed arrow is in fact induced by
the specialization of the correspondence inducing (6.1).
(c) follows from (b).

As an immediate consequence, we find :
Corollary 6.2. With X/S as in Lemma 6.1, suppose further that char(K) = char(κ) = 0 and
that dim N1 H 3 (Xη , Q` ) = dim N1 H 3 (X0 , Q` ). Then Ab2 (Xη )0 (Theorem 4.4 and Remark 4.5) and
Ab2 (X0 ) are isogenous abelian varieties over κ.
Proof. Use Lemma 6.1 and Corollary 5.2.



Remark 6.3. If one assumes further in the corollary that φ2Xη and φ2X are isomorphisms (e.g., by
0
[BS83, Th. 1(i)], if CH0 (Xη ) and CH0 (X0 ) are supported on curves after any base-change of algebraically closed field), then one may conclude in fact that Ab2 (Xη )0 and Ab2 (X0 ) are isomorphic.
In the setting of Mazur’s original question (over a number field K), the following corollary shows
that under the geometric coniveau hypothesis there is an abelian variety over K which interpolates
the isogeny classes described by Honda–Tate theory.
Corollary 6.4. Let S be a Dedekind scheme with generic point η. Let X → S be a smooth projective
morphism, and let Aη /η be a phantom abelian variety for Xη in degree 2n + 1 (i.e., (6.1) is an
isomorphism). Then Aη extends to an abelian scheme A/S such that, for each point s ∈ S, As is
a phantom abelian variety for Xs in degree 2n + 1.
Proof. Let A be the Néron model of A over S. Lemma 6.1 shows that every fiber is an abelian
variety (and thus A is an abelian scheme), and that each fiber is a phantom for the corresponding
fiber of X.

However, like the Néron–Severi group, the rank of the geometric coniveau n piece in degree
2n + 1 can vary in families ; this behavior rules out the existence, in general, of a relative phantom
abelian scheme modeling the coniveau n piece in degree 2n+1 for families of projective varieties. In
particular, algebraic representatives need not specialize to algebraic representatives. The following
provides such an example :
Example 6.5. Let S = Spec R be the spectrum of a discrete valuation ring as in Lemma 6.1,
]
]
(+) ] = 8, where E
(+) are the
e : E
e and E
and let E be a CM field such that [E : Q] = 6 and [E
normal closures over Q of E and its maximal totally real subfield, respectively. Let X/S be an
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abelian threefold such that End(Xη ) ∼
= Z and End(X0 ) ∼
= End(X0 ) ⊇ OE . On one hand, [Tan93,
1
3
Thm. 1] implies that dim N H (Xη , Q` ) = 6. On the other hand, [Tan93, Thm. 2] implies that if
char(κ) = 0, then dim N1 H 3 (X0 , Q` ) = 18, while if char(κ) > 0 a further specialization argument
guarantees that dim N1 H 3 (X0 , Q` ) ≥ 18. Thus there is no abelian scheme J/S so that for each
s ∈ S, there is an isomorphism H 1 (Js , Q` ) ∼
= N1 H 3 (Xs , Q` ). Moreover, if char(κ) = 0, this gives
2
an example where Ab (Xη )0 is not isogenous to Ab2 (X0 ).
6.2. Algebraic representatives for higher codimension cycles. In order to employ Theorem
5.1, one must first have an algebraic representative. However, outside of the cases of codimension-1,
codimension-2, and codimension-d (= dim X) cycles, there are not many results on their existence.
Saito’s result [Sai79, Thm. 2.2] (see Proposition 3.2) provides a criterion for establishing the existence of algebraic representatives. In this section, we use this to provide some further criteria for
when algebraic representatives exist. To begin, Proposition 6.6 suggested by the referee, asserts
that if a variety is dominated by a second variety that admits an algebraic representative, then
the first variety also admits an algebraic representative. Next, Proposition 6.7 (see also Remark
6.8) shows that the existence of algebraic representatives for codimension-3 cycles is a birational
invariant.
Proposition 6.6. Let K be a field, n be a natural number, and let f : Y → X be a dominant
morphism of smooth projective varieties over K. Assume there exists an algebraic representative
for An (YK ). Then there exists an algebraic representative for An (XK ).
Proof. Let ι : Z ,→ Y be a closed subvariety of pure dimension dim X cut out by hyperplanes. The
morphism f |Z : Z → X is then generically finite, of degree r, say. Assume there exists an algebraic
representative Abn (YK ) for An (YK ). By the projection formula, the induced map
(f |Z )∗ (f |Z )∗ = (f |Z )∗ ι∗ f ∗ : An (XK ) → An (XK )
is multiplication by r. This map is surjective because An (XK ) is a divisible group. It follows that
the map
(f |Z )∗ ι∗ : An (YK ) → An (XK )
is surjective. Consider then a surjective regular homomorphism An (XK ) → A(K) to an abelian
variety A defined over K. Then the composition
(f |Z )∗ ι∗

An (YK ) −−−−−→ An (XK ) −−−−→ A(K)
is a surjective regular homomorphism. By the universal property of the algebraic representative
Abn (YK ) for An (YK ), we find that dim A ≤ dim Abn (YK ). By [Sai79, Thm. 2.2] (see Proposition
3.2), it follows that An (XK ) admits an algebraic representative.

Proposition 6.7. Let K ⊆ Ω be a sub-field of a universal domain Ω and let X and Y be smooth
projective varieties over K with a correspondence Γ ∈ CHd (Y × X) such that (ΓΩ )∗ : CH0 (YΩ )Q →
CH0 (XΩ )Q is surjective. Assume that A3 (YK ) admits an algebraic representative (e.g. if dim Y ≤
3). Then A3 (XK ) admits an algebraic representative.
Proof. The assumption that CH0 (XΩ ) is spanned by CH0 (YΩ ), via the action of the correspondence
Γ, implies by a decomposition of the diagonal argument [BS83, Prop. 1] (see also [Via, Prop. 3.5]
for the factorization assertion below) the existence of a positive integer N such that N ∆X = Z1 +Z2
in CHd (X × X), with Z1 supported on D × X for some divisor D ⊂ X, and Z2 , when seen as a
correspondence from X to X, factoring as Γ ◦ Γ0 for some correspondence Γ0 ∈ CHd (X × Y ). Let
e an alteration of D and ι : D
e → D → X the natural morphism.
us denote D
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Consider a surjective regular homomorphism A3 (XK )  A(K). We see from the divisibility of
A (XK ) and from the decomposition of the diagonal that
3

e ).
A3 (XK ) = (N ∆X )∗ A3 (XK ) = (Γ0 )∗ A3 (YK ) + ι∗ A2 (D
K
It follows that the regular homomorphism
(Γ0 )∗ ⊕ι∗

e ) −−−−−→ A3 (X ) −−−−→ A(K)
A3 (YK ) ⊕ A2 (D
K
K
e ) admit an algebraic representative (by assumption and
is surjective. Since both A3 (YK ) and A2 (D
K
by Murre’s Theorem 3.4, respectively), we get by the criterion of [Sai79, Thm. 2.2] (see Proposition
3.2) that there exists an integer M independent of the surjective regular homomorphism A3 (XK ) 
A(K) such that dim A ≤ M . We conclude, by the same criterion, that A3 (XK ) has an algebraic
representative.

Remark 6.8. The existence of an algebraic representative for codimension-3 algebraically trivial
cycles is a birational invariant of smooth projective varieties over K. Indeed, let f : Y 99K X be a
dominant map of smooth projective varieties over K. Then f∗ : CH0 (YΩ ) → CH0 (XΩ ) is surjective,
and it follows from Proposition 6.7 that, if A3 (Y ) has an algebraic representative, then A3 (X) has
an algebraic representative.
Remark 6.9. Proposition 6.7 can be generalized by repeated use of the decomposition of the diagonal
argument. Specifically, one can show that if X is a smooth projective variety over K such that
CH0 (XΩ )Q , . . . , CHl (XΩ )Q are spanned by the CH0 of threefolds via the action of correspondences,
then A0 (XK ), . . . , Al+3 (XK ) admit algebraic representatives.
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